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An investigation of the errors associated with the minimum variance
analysis of directional discontinuity normal components has been
?ff
performed..	 This study consisted of both computer simulation of l	 1,
discontinuities with controlled properties and the examination of actual ^)
discontinuities ( current sheets) observed by the Mariner 10 spacecraft. j
The simulated discontinuities were created by adding fluctuations,;,
represented by isotropic noise, to exactly known but varying ( in a plane)
magnetic field components. 	 An empirical expression for the magnitude of
the error in an estimated discontinuity normal component, relative to the
total field across the discontinuity, was derived, as well as other
relevant statistical properties.	 This formula results from studies of
the relation between precisely known values of the error and the minimum
variance eigenvalues, rotation angle in the discontinuity plane, and
magnitude of the normal component relative to that of the discontinuity 1
plane field component. 	 Use of the empirical relation in the analysis of
644 discontinuities observed by Mariner ,
 10 has provided a more precise i
but probably conservative estimate of a upper bound on the relative
normal component value for tangential discontinuities that can be used to
separate rotational from tangential discontinuities in studies using only i
magnetic field data from a single spacecraft, at least for the inter-
planetary region of space considered.
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Over the past decade various studies concerning the properties of
(non-shock front) magnetic field directional discontinuities, or current
sheets, have been carried out using only magnetic field data from a
single spacecraft (see for example: Burlaga, 1969 and 1971; Turner and
Siscoe, 1971; Sonnerup, 1971; Smith, 1973a, b; Siseoe, 1974; and
Tsurutani and Smith, 1979). On those occasions when plasma data were
available, they were sampled too infrequently to aid in determining the
most fine scale characteristics that are amenable to rapidly sampled
magnetic field data analysis. However, when available, the use of the
associated plasma data is always desirable, especially for determining
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the discontinuity jump conditions and possibly also for determining if
the discontinuity was a propagating or a solely convecting structure. In
any case, we will be concerned here with discontinuity analyses that
depend only on rapidly sampled magnetic fields measured on z single
spacecraft, and, in particular, with the rr •s associated with
estimating various properties, e.g., the errors in the direction of the
estimatea normal to the discontinuity plane, the estimated angle across
the discontinuity in that plane, etc. Also we will restrict our
treatment to the errors associated with the use of the so-called minimum
variance ([9V) analysis developed by Sonnerup and Cahill (1967) which is
applied to difference fielas; such a field is defined as the difference
between the individual fiela vectors within the discontinuity and the
average field across the discontinuity. A similar technique developed by
Siscoe at al. (1968), which is applied to the total field vectors in the
current sheet, is more properly applicable to a particular subset of
directional discontinuities, the tangential discontinuities. The
Sonnerup-Cahill method is applicable to both the rotational (RD) and
tangential ('1'D) types (see burlaga, 1969 for definitions of RD's and
TD's, and Burlaga at al., 1977 for a discussion of the relative
applicability issue).
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Sonnerup (1971) has performed an analysis of the expected error in
the magnetic field component perpendicular to the discontinuity plane.
The resulting formula gives the normal component error in terms of the
average field components in the discontinuity plane and the three
eigenvalues obtained from the minimum variance analysis of the field
vectors measured within the discontinuity structure. Also included is a
term representing a systematic magnetometer zero level error contribu-
tion. This presen t, error analysis was motivated by a desire to obtain
more physical insight into the errors ana limitations associated with use
of the minimum variance analysis than is provided by the Sonnerup error
formulation. in this study it will oe assumed that the input data have
been sufficiently corrected for zero level offsets so that explicit
incorporation of such instrument-related contributions to the analysis
errorcan be neglected.
Specifically, the error analysis pursued hoee consists of two major
parts: (1) the computer simulation of realistic directional discon-
tinuities with controlled and known properties and the sLbsequent
statistical error study, and (2) the examination of actual. Mariner 10
interplanetary magnetic field data from the point of view of error
estimations based on information derived from the first part of the
study. One of the most important considerations is how well the minimum
variance analysis is able to estimate the field component perpendicular
to the directional discontinuity (DD) plane, i.e., the normal component,
particularly in the presence of various levels of fluctuations in the
background field.
By definition a TD has no normal component, and an RD can have any
normal component greater than zero but less than the instantaneous
magnitude of the total field within the discontinuity (Burlaga, 1969,
1971). The total magnitude change across a TD is unrestricted, but for
an RD in an isotropic plasma this quantity is zero. The total magnitude
change for an RD in an anisotropic plasma can be nonzero (Ivanov, 1970;
Hudson, 1970), and thus, in this one respect, it behaves like a TD.
Knowledge of the total magnitude change across a DD is therefore of
insufficient help in unambiguously distinguishing between a TD or an RD.
In actuality both TD's and RD's in the solar wind, for instance, usually
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show only slight changes in magnitude across the strccture (Burlaga,
1969; Siscoe, 1974) easily accounted for by the extraneous presence of
^ waves or other less easily defined fluctuations - all lumped together as
"noise".	 Hence, we will not depend here on using the total field
magnitude jump to distinguish between TD's and RD's, but we will show E
that such a consideration is of some use via an analysis of Mariner 10 '`+
data.	 we will, however, attempt to use the normal field estimate to make
a restricted differentiation.
	
There are types of structures, such as {
;a
magnetic holes (Turner et al., 1977) and sector boundaries, within which
o
the field magnitude is substantially reduced in addition to a discon-
!
tinuous change in direction. 	 Possible error in the minimum variance •#
1)
j analysis of such structures is not addressed by this present study.
However, we shall return briefly to the problem of slight magnitude
variati:+r.s in a lacer section.
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if, B  is the normal field component and B is the total field,
ldeally when Ibz l /b is zero the Du is a TD, and when 0 < I B z I /B < 1, the
DO is an ED. One is immediately faced with the obvious dilemma: when
Ibzl/B s 0 for the DD, is it an ND or IN Using only magnetic field data
from a single spacecraft precludes a definitive answer. (Multiple
spacecraft and/or plasma data, however, could permit a differentiation
based on propagation vs. non-propagation of the DD; see for example
Denskat and Burlaga, 1977). All one can logically expect uneer these
restrictions is to estimate for a set of DD's a value of'IB zI/B which is
an upper bound on the region of uncertainty, called (IBzI/B)1,; the lower
bound is obviously zero. One can then properly attempt to estimate to
95^ certainty the value of (IBzI/b) above which only RD's exist. It may
in turn be plausibly argued that the majority of DD's somewhat below the
value of (Ibzl/B) M are probably TD's as Burlaga et al. (1977) did in
their stuay of typical interplanetary DD's at 1 A.U., where the
occurrence distribution's appearance aided in identification. but it
must be stressed that this sort of TD identification rests on an
uncertain foundation. We will be forced to do the same, however,
although we have attempted through this error analysis to give our
interpretation a more rigorous foundation than the earlier analyses had.
More will be said on this point in the discussion of the I .lariner 10 data.
THE METHOD OF ANALYSIS: DD SIMULATION
In the DO computer simulation program, an ieeal DD is created with
strictly known characteristics. Such a DO is shown schematically in
Figure 1. Isotropic, unbiased "noise" is added to each magnetic field
vector, throughout the transition zone, from a random number generator
whose output provides a normally distributed random variable, where
inputs to the routine are a fixed zero mean and a variable standard
distribution. The noise is also scaled isotropically by the magnitude of
the field in the discontinuity plane for all three components. The
simulation program uses a fixed angular separtion (Am) between adjacent
discontinuity-plane projected magnetic field vectors; each vector is then
computed from:
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bxi = 6p [oos( aw• i) + ni],
Byi = 6p [sin(ew e 0 e a ],
and
Bzi = Bn + bpniI
where 6p is the magnitude of the unperturbed field component in the plane
of rotation (i.e.,	 the true discontinuity plane),	 Bn is the unperturbed
normal field component, n i is the output of the random number generator
i
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and B 	 = (bxi , byi , 6zi ) is the perturbed field vector at point i.
	 In
this fashion K vector are computed (i =	 1,...,K) where K is selected to
give the desired total angle w in the discontinuity plane.
	 Figure 1
shows only the first (subscript 1) and last (subscript K) vectors of the
set.	 Each set of field vectors generated in this way is subse quently and
arbitrarily transformed out of the discontinuity (i.e., "true") coor-
dinate frame, where btT = Bn , and where the unperturbed D.,l, and 6yT are
in the true plane of rotation. 	 The transformed set of vectors comprising
the simulated DL are then used as inputs to the Sonnerup-Cahill minimum
variance (MV) analysis, which then returns the eigenvalues and eigen-
vectors associated with the MV solution.	 The eigenvector associated with
the minimum eigenvalue is a unit vector whose direction is an estimate of
the true z-coordinate direction, and the minimum eigenvalue (a 3 ) itself
is the variance,of the field associated with the estimated direction.
Likewise, the maximum and intermediate eigenvalues (X
	 and a 2 , respec-
tively) are variances of the field along the maximum and intermediate
eigenvector directions, which form an orthogonal set with respect to the
minimum eigenvector.
For each input value of the standard deviation of the noise
distribution (for fixed values of w, Bp , and Bn) the process of
generating a simulated discontinuity and performing the minimum variance
analysis is repeated 100 times. 	 This gives distributions of the relevant
solution quantities, whose statistics are then computed.
	 For a given set
of ideal DD properties, the program loops through an adjustable number of
noise levels, creating a full suite of sets from "quiet" to "noisy",
usually 10 to 20 sets in all.	 The process is repeated for another set of
-r
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ideal DD properties, and so on until a reasonable spectrum of DD's is
created. In summary, the three adjustable ideal properties are:
bp , the magnitude of the field in the discontinuity plane which
remains constant as the field rotates through the angle lo;
w , the angle in the ciscontinuity plane spanned by the first and
last tiscontinuity plane field vectors;
	 @
and bn , the magnitude of the normal component which has a fixed
value throughout the event. ('thus each bz a <5zi> plays the role of an
"estimate" of bn tnat has been perturoed by the "noise" added to the
system.)
the remaining adjustable property is:
° b , the standard deviation of a "noise" distribution whose sample,
n, the noise factor, enters in the form of Ti x dp ; this term is added to
all components isotropically.
Typical values for these quantities have been: 2.5 and 5.6 nT (n'i =
nanotesla = 10-5 Gauss) for bp ; 0 and 5 n'f for b n ; 200 , j0°, 45°, 60°,
90°, 120° for m, aria .004 x b y x J (where J = 1 to 14 or so) for d b . 'Pe
other input quantities which control the orientation of the DD's are not
relevant in this discussion, since tr:e results are independent of this
transformation.
l•;hen each indiviouelly generated Du is processes by the Sonnerup-
Cahill MV program to determine the direction of minimum variation of the
difference field vectors across the structure, the following ("noised-
up") quantities are calculates:
b, wnich is J b 2 + b 2 + p.2 (	 b 2 f b 2 ), the total field
x	 y	 z	 n	 p
magnituce	 ( U
R = bZ/b	 (2)
i
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We speculate that a, although independent of S, will depend on w
8
S = cos 1 (I Bzf/b), the discontinuity cone angle,
and
w.
Also an average and rms deviation of these quantities are calculated over
each 100 member set. AR 
maxis the quantity which ultimately must be
estimated in order to separate TD's from ND's as discussed above. We now
turn to some theoretical and speculative aspects of estimating AR and
later shall relate them to the simulation results.
E,3?T1MATING AR-THEORETIM
The average normal component of the field throughout the zone of the
discontinuity can be expressed as
B  =a . n
	
(5)
where n is the unit vector normal to the discontinuity surface, and I is
the average total field. The uncertainty in average B z then is
dbz = - B sing dB ,	 (G)
where Be = b cosS by tine above definition of 8 , and where. the average E
is by prescription known exactly (to the accuracy of the measurements, a
C
very small source of error). In the linear approximation we see that
(where "T" refers to theoretical):
AR,r a ^ Ab zI _ ^sins
	 ASI
E
	 (7)
We define a as the error in S, a = IAS1, and note that IsinsI is sins
since 0 < S < 90o
 by choice of convenient coordinate system. Then
AR 1, = a Sins .
	 ($)
explicitly and on w and o f implicitly chrou-1h the eirenvalue ratios X1/Xt
and X ?/X, whenever AH.1 is calcuatcd v	 the results of the roV method.
1he TO sirulation studies (where 6 = 90 0 ) show that c (or ah 1J can be
reasonably represented empirically by tnc product of two factors:
a	 d/ li ( E NW) A P ),	 (9)
where A = 1
5
/X
 1, + X 3 /X 2 , P = 5.60 + 2, 44 lo; A , and f(w)
[(120°-w)/120°]a, for the r'?n3es 50° < 	 < 120° and O.1G < A < 1 (the
letter range translates to 1 < XP/X:; < 5.6 for practical purposes).
higure 2 shows a plot of n (= A1%, for 6 = 90°) for a restricted ransr of
A of practical interest. Eor the above van¢cs AH 1 is then
Ah, _ (3/4) [exp(1e0°^`')d] sins A(5.60 + 2.44 logA) 	 (10)
1	 120
for all ups on average, since a and a are pl°esu.n=bly independent. As we
will show in the next section, when X 2/X. < 1.8, the DU normal is too
poorly letermineu to be useful. Therefore, we will be concerned only
witL the range 1.8 < X 2 /1 3 < 5.6 f 'or the AH ,1, expression. For X 2 /1, 5 > 5.6
(or strictly A < 0.1b) 611 1. may be set equal to the left-most value of one
of the curves in Ni ure 2, depending on the estimated &Y.
S11-.ULA1lWb hbbb=
In this section we present the results of the uiseonti.nuity
simulation procedure, uemonstratc why expression (10) for AN T is a
reasonable one for estimating AH, ale (= lab zl1b), and discuss var-ious
features of AR T*
r'igure 5 snows now tine resulting eigenvalue ratio X 2 /X a varies as a
function of the unperturbed disoontinuity angle 
wT (i.e., true o) and the
dimensionless noise factor a ij/b p ; each determined point is an aversgc of
100 (=h) discontinuity simulations. Unly the accentuated points are
calculated values, and they are connected with straight line interpola-
Lions ( Silur e s _^-y contain this amts simp ic interpolation scheme). As
n	 ^
I
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might be expectea, this so called "mid-to-min" eigenvalue ratio increases
aramatically as w  increases for , a fixed noise factor. Also, for a given
w ,i„ X 2 /X 3 crops markedly as the noise factor is linearly increased. It
should be stressed that each point in the figure holds for either a TO or
an RD. For w  < 300 , X 2 /X 3
 is less than 1.8 for all but the lowest noise
levels.
The X 2/ 1, 3
 ratio is an important statistical. indicator of how well
determined are the various physical properties of the discontinuity in
question, e.g., w, S, B  and B p • Obviously the lower the ratio X 2/X 3 is,
the more poorly determined are these quantities on average, as we shall
show. The eigenvalue ratio X 1 /A 3
 ("max-to-min") is usually considerably
larger than X 2/X 3 , sometimes by orders of magnitude. Therefore, X 2/X 3 is
the ratio of greatest concern in an error ,
 analysis, (However, both Al/X3
and X 2 /X 3
 are important in pre-editing the events; more will be said on
this in a later section.) Since the error associated with any quantity
should depend on both X Z /X 3 and X1/X 3' the empirical quantity A was ;i3t
equal to (A 3/X 1 + A 3 /X 2 ) ; hence A r X 3/A 2' In the following figures the
importance of A 2 /A 3 in estimating the uncertainty associated with a
quantity will become evident by a comparison with Figure 3.
In Figure 4 the calculated results for simulated average normal
components as a function of w  and c :./B p
 are given separately for RD's
and TO's. The unperturbed B p and B  for these simulations are shown in
the table in the figure. TD's and RD's throughout this study will be
defined by this table: Since most of the quantities to be displayed are
dimensionless, other values for by
 and B  for the TD's are unnecessary,
and of course for RD's an infinite set of Bn/Bp could be used; the
characteristics chosen for the single unperturbed NO in the table were
;considered sufficient for our purposes. The circled points in the figure
represent those for which the associated A 2/X 3
 is < 1.7 (compare with
Figure 3) and are usually associated with larger errors, as the figure
shows. That is, they are markedly different from their unperturbed value
B  (0 or 5 n7') due to either a small w  or high noise factor aB/Bp.
Notice that for a given w T and a B/Bp , Bn
 is, on average, more poorly
estimated for TO's than for RD's. This is easily understood in terms of
10
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the sim Lc	 r^p	 geometrical factor' sin g Doing proportional to the error in
this case as indicated by equation ( a) (strictly, the factor is 8 sine)].
Simulations shc,r that inaeed the differ' ^nce betwcen the errar on FP for
Pu's ana We is proportional to E sine, especially for 400 < W " < 900 .
other sioruloLions using E n and b y different from the values shown in the
table in Figure 4 for RD's were performed with similar results. Table 1
gives rms deviations on b  assoeictea lYlbh the nvcrages of  b 7I of Figure
4, [notice the marked dcpcnacnoe of bZ-11r.S on w  f'or small m1..
R
Directly related to 6Z is the "cone enTle" (i.e., the angle, e, that
Y
the normal saxes with h; see e quation (4)). This depends on a dimension-
less'qubntity, the ratio IL ZI/L. Irbc results of the a simulations are
shown in higure, 5. uur general comments on figure 4 holo as well for
this figure. Since cos-1
 (5.0/5.5 19) = 26.60 , the point on the a b/L p = 0
axis for ND's is at this value. Again the circled points, where a 2/al^ <
1.7, are those: fu:' which large acvietions in a from the ideal values of
go o (U l s) or, 2o.60 (Ru t s) are expected.
rioure o shows how the r+ns
averages displayea in Figure 4,
aiscontinuity type. Notice the
small w,1 , similar to the bZ-Rr1S
-deviations on e  associated with the
very with respect to wT, a b/5p , ana
strong dependence of e-Rvi,S on a E/rp for
behavior as shown in 'fable 1.
figure 7 demonstrates how the simulated discontinuity engle w, on
average, varies as a function of w 7 ana a L/Ep for,
 RD's (solio curves) end
ID's (cashed curves) separately. As expected, for large w  little
variation occurs for all a L/ 6p . As w decreases or v E/ Ep increases,
deviations of w increase significantly, especially for w,f < 1150 . Circled
points are again those for which a^/> ;
 < 1.7. udaly, the curvc for Rots
With U) = .o 0
 dcvirtes little nor most of the hi,,>,her ab/ p
 values oven
though the associatea rms on each on thest9 values is s 20g.
0
r'igure 8 presents the rms deviation of t. as c function of a l,/6 p for
the w,f 's denoted for 'tb l s ana ri g 's separatca y corresponaing to the
averages shown in rigurc 7. Inc parts of the curves representing useful
simulations (i.e., a 2/is > 1.8) obviously depeno critically on w,f. for
11
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their rate of` increase with increasing o h/bp , A peculiar charreteristic
of tnese curves is their apparent independence of o b/6p for the poor
'	 quality cases (i2/a3 C 1.7) for all I-as if a "noise saturation" hasTI
been reached. Only for the largest wT.'s (^ 900 ) dots w-Rv's remain
relatively low (^ 11°) for the ahlbp of interest.
rigure y shows AA CaleD Ib z - b n 1/b1 as a function of w i. and a8/bp
for TU's where ;t 2 /a 3 > 1.8; all values of Ahdalc for which l2/a3 < 1.8
were too high to be acceptable. The quantity Aft Caleis important because
it represents a measure of the estimated error on the normalized (by b)
b  component, and therefore is a proper parameter to use In ,judging
whether a dicContinuity is an RU or a ID, within the limitations dicussed
in the Introduction. For a given noise factor a b/bp (_ 0.04 x J; J
1,...14), ahrale, on average, increases dramatically as w 11 decreases; the
upper out-offs, of course, are due to ellowing only those cases for which
X 2 /X., •1.b. Aoticc that there is little variation in the Ak Cale!s
oetween w T = y0° 3nd 120° for a given noise factor.
NY3ure°10 is similar to Figure 9, except nq4 we consider RD's, and
the oreinatq scale is more sensitive 'by a factor of two; otherwise the
same general comments hold. 1n comparing Figures 9 and 10, it is
apparent that for a given set of w  and ab/bp, QRcalc is, on average,
consistent with our earlier comments concerning equation (8) and the sing
factor, ladle 2 gives the ratio of the rms deviation of 
ARoalc to AHCale
itself' associated with tr.e averages of Figures 9 and 10. This ratio is
not • very sensitive to 
LO  or a
b/bp , except that it becomes somewhat small
for Large wl. for the TL, cases.
'
	
	 A represcnt.,tive set of simulated hU's•and TU's was used to
calculate 
oRcalc in relation to AR,i. (AR-"Theoretical") as given by
I .
	equation (10) with 30° < w T < 1200 , a 2 /a 3
 > 1.83 ;and A ) 0.18 [the last
restriction holds for a prFatical rcason,,,'it represents a lower bound on
the applicability of equation (1 10)]. The results are shown in Figure 11.
The 'ib's and RU's in ,general fall on the higher or ,
 lower portions of the
curve, respectively. The date for the w  0.120° cases would essentially
cluster at the origin. This reasonably goodagreemer) be':ween AfiT
 and
12
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Akcalo for rather broad ranges of w T and o f/Bp provides confidence that
equation (10) is a useful and fairly reliable expression for estimating
the error in Bz/b (i.e., ARcalc) for any discontinuity, RD or TD, after
proper eigenvalue screening. For those TD's with A < 0.18, a
conservative value for AR T could simply be one taken from the left most
limit of one of the curves in Figure 2 according to the estimated w; for
RD's, this value should be multiplied by sina, where a is an estimated
angle.
r
	
	
equation (10) for TD's was empirically generated by a trial-and-
error examination of various functions of A alone. After a reasonably
satisfactory one was derived, it was noted that a correction factor f(w)
was necessary to account for disproportionately large errors at small w.
The factor sing was then incorporated to account for a finite normal
component in the case of RU's, as discussed above, and simulations showed
that to be an appropriate tack. Figure 12 demonstrates the steep rise in
the w-correction factor that was necessary for small w. Equation (10)
comprises only five fixed constants and depends on only three input
quantities, one (A) known exactly by prescription and two (w and a)
estimated by the MV technique. Flow well w and a are estimated will also
depend on A 2 /A 3 . Regardless of this interdependence of input quantities,
Figure 11 shows that, on average, AN T is a good approximation to ARcalc'
Using actual discontinuity data from the Mariner 10 magmatic field
experiment (Lapping and Behannon, 1979), we generated AR T percent-
distributions by employing the MV technique and equation (10). This was
carried out for three different locations of the spacecraft from the sun:
1.00 A.U. (163 DD's), 0.72 A.U. (206 DD's), and 0.46 A.U. (275 DDIs).
The results are shown in Figure 13. Notice that the distributions
sharply peak at
	 Also note that about 86% of the Mariner 10 ART
distributifns individually lie in the range 0.0 < AR T < 0.06; strictly
speaking, 86K is a weighted (by N) average of the percentages 88.7, 84.8,
and 83.0 for the 0.46, 0.72, and 1.0 AU positions, respectively. So
ART
 = 0.06 could be chosen as a useful maximum relative error on 1B z1 for
the entire Mariner 10 data set by definition, realizing that it holds
quite wei:l for each location individually. To be conservative, we choose
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to ucfinc a "euL-off" shown in Lhc figur-c, which is twine thnt value.
hcnoo, Ali, i,cuL-off = 0.12, which incidcnUilly is n.crly a Lruo upper
bound on each of the entire three distributions. Choosin?, a out-oft' to
DE tr,iec the A1, 7 of LW- is moLivatcu by Lhs fact that the errors
associatcu with the Mort pronolc I N 
z I errors are th<nrsclves semetinice
compareblz in mvi$niuude as inuicated in Table 2, whioli displays the
related relative 1O.S (Ali edlc)• Fel l
 purpose of error intcrpretetion we
now convert the euL-off estimation, whloh is a mean deviation, to en
ecuivilcnt, sLana4.rd ueviation.
.:pceific:lly, It is u6;cf'ul Lo catintnte whet this cut-oft is wired
expressei as twicn a sL^nuaru deviation (for e rcl:tivc error zits 95%
certainty). RcdoRnising Lhat < 
ARoulo > is a arenn deviaL3.on and nssuming
Lhet the Ali
calc-distriouLion is probably well approximated as normal, and
g ars ill 	 moeelco that 6 y, we immcciatcly sec LhaL
u
< Ah
ealc > ° — °,nle = 0.7979 ooala
	
(11)
"
or
2 < A li,l >
2 0,. ss	 ,	 (12)r 0.7919
Where the "ealculaled" quanLities ere replaced by "LhcorcLionl" ones,
jusLifieu vgain by Lhe results shown in l-igurc 10. Using the slut-off
vnluc of < A1%,i > m:,x of 0.12 we ootain the maximum 2-o.l value of
2 omnx r r1.jU1.	 (1a)
since an iotal '10 has a 1:„ component of zero, then, to a ccrLdinLy
greaLer than	 95N, the identified TU'a may appear to have errors as
large os 0.30 in (L z I /L acco vdin to this €rro •
 analysis, whc.•re in this
case Ahz = L 	 Lonvc:rsely, all uu's whose JALz I/b cxceces 0.30 nrc, with
x95;:, eerLainLy, liu's.
This max-AR call
	 translated into e max-6 [sec equation (4)'j , i.e.,
l r l tl
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the largest reasonable cone angle below which the DD is S %._likely to be
a	 an RD and above which it is probably a TD (but with much less certainty
E,?	 without further analysis). This cut-off cone angle is
$max = 00s-1 (0.301)	 72.50 .	 (14)
'this criterion was used as a first discriminator between TD's and RD's in
the analysis of Mariner 10 data at 1 A.U.
^'FLTUAI'TON OF THE HETHOD
Figure 14 shows the relationship between o f/F and the cone angle 9
for the 163 DD's identified in the Mariner 10 interplanetary magnetic
field aata at 1 A.U. for the period 4-17 November 1973, where F is the
average magnetic field magnitude across a DD and o f is the associated
standard aeviation; a
F/F then is a relative magnitude noise factor.
Obviously a F/F is unrestricted for TO's but must be small (chosen here
arbitrarily to be < 0.09) for Ws. The vertical line at 9 = 72.5 0 marks
the upper limit on RD's as discussed above. The _RD's falling in the
top.- +;ft box (n _ .10) are interpreted to be low quality RD's and are
therefore dismissed from further consideration. The bottom-left box (n =
62) contains good quality RD's. The top-right box (n = 29) includes TD's
e
	
	 that are probably of good quality in that such large a E,/F values would
not permit their identification as RL's for large R's. The bottom-right'
box (n = 62) is, strictly s pn,1 +,ng, a mixed RD-TD set, but study
(burlaga, 1971) shows that it probably is comprised mainly of TD's. It
is not unreasonable to estimate the ratio of TD's to RD's to be
29 + 62
patio (1'D/RD) =	 = 1.5
62
at 1 A.U. in early November 1973. This ratio is obviously a very
variable quantity in general as other studies have shown (Burlaga et al.,
1977; Solodyna et al., 1977). Various characteristics of the RD's and
TL's in Figure 14 are described elsewhere (Lepping and Behannon, 1979).
"I
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The, use of 9 as a discriminator of DD type requires that 0 be
reliably; estimated in all cases ultimately included in the statistics.
In order ', to ascertain the confidence one can place on g from Equation (4)
for an individual DD, the error in g can be estimated by use of equations
(10) and (12); where < ART > » Ali T*
1
EUFtThE^?; tf	 jt(tLLM: FIELD MAGNITUDE CHANGES 4IITHIN DD'S
As was stated in the introduction, no attempt was made in this
simulation study to model "exotic" types of directional discontinuities,
such as magnetic holes, in which there is a very large dip in field
magnitude associated with the DD. Recently, however, Fitzenreiter (1979)
has suggested that even cases with relatively modest dips in B can
produce serious errors in the Sonnerup-Cahill minimum variance analysis
and possibly even lead to a misidentification of a DD as an RD when it 1s
in fact a TD. 'These conclusions are based on results of analysis of
interplanetary Ws using both minimum variance analysis and a
two-spacecraft technique to identify the DD type.
This suggestion prompted the modification of the simulation program
to include a smooth, continuous dip in the field magnitude from a given
maximum at the end points of the generated time series to a minimum at an
angle w F/2, where w  is the full. rotation angle across the DD in the
discontinuity plane. The problem alluded to by Fitzenreiter is one in
which the field magnitude dips in such a way that it results in a
hodograph, or trace produced by the tip of the rotating vector in the
plane of the discontinuity, that is nearly a straight line. If' it,jq^
 a
straight line then there is a degeneracy in the MV calculation; in the
absence of asymmetric noise contributions the intermediate and minimum
eigenvalues, a2 and a j , are both zero. Obviously when this condition is
approached, errors associated with the minimum variance solution
increase.
The size of the magnitude dip which leads to degeneracy in a given
case is a function of the angle w F . For a straight-line hodogr•aph it is
easily shown that tr,e field magnitude varies across the DD according to
16
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Cos (WP/2)
 of	 (17r
cos(wi;/2
where b  is the unpFrturbco field m&gnituac outside L • hc discontinuity
(eno at the boundaries), Ind u i enu W  (whcrc 0 < w i < w l,) correspond Lo
the magnitude and angle associctca with the ith field vector within the
Du. At the ocnter then (where w  = W /2), the minimum field is simply
Ln , in = (cos w r/2) L0 . in this new cimulution study a range of wF. ve.lues
is considered, where for ct•en w F . series of dips in maxriLude arc
simulated correspondinv, to v^.rying fractions of the (iip .mplituor which
woulo give ae cncracy. in adcition, the various cases are repeated 1'or a
series of °noise factors !' within e range tr,at includes the values
previously used In the constant vector , magnitude study.
In the absence of noise, equation (15) tells us that for w F, angles
of '00 , 600 ano y0 0 , aegcneracy in the Sonnrrup-Cahill '}V analysis rc-
suits for ALm^x/b0 = 0.0.)4, 0.13 11 cna 0.29', rc.pcetivcly, where AL ,max =
L
o- L 
min ' Inc first two values are relatively modest dccrceses in field
magnitude which are not uncommon s;nonq interplenetery discontinuities,
where a riaorou-sly constant field magnitude is seldom observed.
Ue preliminary rt.sults of the stuoy inniaz,te that the problem is
mace more acute oy the addition of noise, ,as would be cxpectca. As a
worse case situation, we nave considered what conditions arc rcquircd to
produce an error in the ioentifiaotion of ub type, i.e., for a simulated
'I1J with a dip in L to be misinterpreted as an h0 as a result of' IALzI /b
estimateu from the minimum variance e_nnlysis exceeding 0.30. It was
found that at w  = 600 for a moderate noise fi•etor of 0.017, corres-
ponning to an rms noise amplitude of 0.1 nT, the critical error would
occur for a dip greater than 8Gf, of'Av(eax/b0 (> 0.107) end at w t; = 300
for o nip 7reatcr Lhan 30i of CL. tii4ix/Lo (> 0.010). In these eases a vr,lur,
of bo = 6 n'1 was used.
'ine encouraging aspect of these preliminary studies, however, I-
that in almost every case of an incorrect interpretation of a TG as an
hD, the eiyenvaluc ratio a 2 /A. was less than 2.0. Thus, use of that
1 7	 z
K	 t(
^t
[	
`' value a:: a minimum allowed value of Xp/a 3 appears to be a sufficient
r} criterion in the majority of cases to at least prevent incorrect
-	 !1
f
,-
q
interpretation, although varying degrees of error will still occur ;in the
'	 ! estimation of the magnitude and direction of the normal.
	 Those cases in
which the criterion did not work (less than 10% of the total cases
Y stuaied) were cases with w 	 < 400 .	 Hence elimination of such small angle
cases in adaition to the X 2 A 3 criterion would prevent this most critical
e. error frora.oc..urring.
f
It is probable that an additional indicator of "nearness-to-
degeneracy" is provided by the ratio 11/x2
	
Now large it can be is a
Y furetion of the level of noise present. 	 For a noise amplitude of 0.1 nT
a reasonable :nriterion may be A1/A2 < 100. 	 This is currently the subject
s
of continuing investigation.
	 The establishment of tighter error limits
on the Cstimation of the normal will undoubtedly reduce that upper limit.
On the other hand, a limiting value of 100 may be unnecessarily low for
' very clean cases in which the ambient noise level is exceedingly low.
future simulation study should shed more light on such considerations and
more generally on the question o	 ttm errors associated with the use of
the Sonnerup-Cahill MV analysis for studying DD's that include magnitude
dips.	 An additional aspect being studied is the effect of dips whose
amplitude exceeds that which gives degeneracy.	 The results of this
simulation study, together with examples drawn from DD's observed in the
1 interplanetary magnetic field, will be discussed in a future report.
$UMmARY AND DISCUSSION
We have statistically investigated the errors associated with a
minimum variance analysis (Sonnerup and Cahill, 1967) of DD's by use of
an iaealized model of these discontinuities and various simulations, and
r. also by an eximination of actual Mariner 10 IPIF data. 	 An empirical
expression for the magnitude of the error in an estimated discontinuity
normal component, relative to the total field across the DD (or
alternately the error in 0, the cone angle),was derived, as well as other
relevant statistical properties.	 Application of this formula to a total
of 644 hariner 10 discontinuities has provided a more precise but
a
s
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probably consurvrtiveiy cstim-ated upper bound of '12.50 on the cone angle
a (bquation (4)) for rotational discontinuities in sep=raLin3 HU's from
TVs in stuaics using only magnetic field data from a single spacecraft.
in carrying out the simulations in this study, the ran3c 0.0 < aE/19p
< 0.056 w2s consiuered e. reasonable extent for the "noise" factor. a'his
choice was made oecauze the resulting simulated UL characteri stics, the
a-ratios in particular, correspond on average to those found in typioal
inkcrplancLary Du cn.lyses (Lopping end bch p nnon, 19'19).
'the si.nulation study is believed to be in important first step in
understanding the figure of merit one shoula place on such minimuwn
variance analyses of the ;magnetic f'iela, but it should be pointed out
that the simulations were implemented by use of an isotropic (random)
noise generator. In actuality a Ustemstic, thou gh usually small, three
aimensional perturbation may oc superimposcd upon what may be viewed as a
randomly " noised-up" uiscontinuity. Such perturbations era occasionally
wave-like fluctuations an y are markedly nonlinear. Also, some TL's cpn
have rather large a F,/F vulucs, Os Fi3ure 14 shows, which is mainly due to
"b p" changin,;.considerably through the disaonLinuiLy zone. (in most
instances, rowevcr, as rigure 14 ^-lso shoes, most DD's ir gancral have
values of o r /F which fall below 0.09.) i'hcse :daitional perturbations
which nave not been modeled here will contribute to the error on the
estimate normal aircetion (AB) 4:nd on the E  component (and on the
resulting estimated m). Since this study has attempted to develop
conservative estimates, i.e., reason blc upper limits, it is believed
that some of these nonlinear end -nisotropie effects are coverco, but
further stuoy aduressing these issues iz prooably w!g rr.;nted, especially a
sLuay (briefly eov A cd here) on magnitude dips within the DL'.
It should also be poinLeo out a,at even in those cases where the DD
can be well approximated as an idealized DD plus superimposed isotropic
noise, the resulting error "cone" en31e qa is not usually azimuthally
symmetric about n. That is, the directional error is larzer in the m -m^
2
plane than in the ;n 1 -m_ plane, since 11/a, is usually much larger than
where m 1 , m2 , and in. are the ciuenvector directions associ;ited
19
with the true maximum, Intermediate, and minimum eigenvalues,
respectively. This is a simple geometrical fact which is dependent on
the eigenvalue ratios and the size of w (Sonnerup, 1971). By our choice
of 9 = cos 1 (jBzj/B), we have in effect isotropized the cone angle for
simplicity, as well.
This analysis was performed principally to aid in differentiating
between the interplanetary TD's and RD's observed by Mariner 10 as part
of a study to appear as a future paper. However, the analyse developed
for this DD error study should have fairly broad application in other
similar studies, including the analysis of magnetopause normal errors.
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E CURh CAPTIONS
Figure 1. Schematic representation of an ideal UD. For a TD B n is zero;O
all other DD's are RD's. The subscript T refers here to the true or
unperturbed coordinate system. All other symbols are defined in the
text.
Figure 2. Derived theoretical (T) relationship between the relative
normal error A8,1
 (= JLBzj/B) and a composite eigenvalue "ratio" A for
10's (i.e., 6 =90 0) at various discontinuity angles w.
Figure 3. Eigenvalue ratio 7, 2 /X 3 as a function of relative noise factor
o B/Ep for various input wT's.
Figure 4. Average of normal magnitude 1B n 1as a function of relative
noise factor for various input w T 's for RD's and TD's. Table shows
the "true" input characteristics for the RU's and TD's used in the
simulation for this and the next 7 figures. The averages are taken
over N = 100 simulations for each point in this figure. Unacceptable
averages, where )• 2 /7, 3 was L 1.7, are shown for completeness.
Figure 5. Average of normal (or cone) angle a as a function of relative
noise factor for various w T 's for RD's and TD's.
Figure G. the rms values of g associated with the average 6's of Figure
5 for the same conditions.
Figure 7. Average discontinuity angle w as a function of relative noise
factor for various w l,'s for RD's and TD's.
Figure 8. the rms values of w associated with the average w's of Figure
7 for the same conditions. Notice that all those with 7. 2 /x 3 < 1.7,
shown by open circles, are unacceptable DD's and are given only far
completeness.
Figure 9. The (calculated) average relative normal magnitude error as a
23
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,
l
function of w T for various relative noise levels J_ 1, .,. 14 for
f	 1D^s•	 m.r
Figure 10. Similar to Figure 9 but now for RD's.
Figure 11. A comparison of theoretical and calculated relative normal
magnitude errors for various w 1 s. Notice that as w increases both
6B  and 4R Caletend to decrease, as expected.
Figure 12. Empirical relationship f(w) showing how relative normal
magnitude errors vary as a function of w for all other
characteristics held constant. See text.
Figure 13. AR  distributions based on Mariner 10 magnetic field data
from the three locations listed and using the defining equation (10).
Lepping and behannon (1979) discuss^Phe data sets. Nearly 100$ of
the distributions lie between 0 and the cut-off at 0.12.
Figure 14. Scatter diagram of Mariner 10 discontinuity data at 1.0 AU
showing relative magnitude rms deviation o f/F (from measurements
across the DD zone) as a function of 0. See text. The arrows and
numbers at the top-right, just outside the box, represent in all
cases but one (.260) legitimate TD'S whose OF IF was too large to
plot,
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